
VH Minutes, 10-May-22

Whixley Village Hall Management Committee Meeting

7:30pm. Tuesday 10 May 2022

At Whixley Village Hall and by Video Conference

Minutes

Attendees: I McNeill, M Turner, C Sharpe, C Roberts, K Tolan

Apologies: D Fraser, G Lloyd

Actioned individuals are shown in bold.

Minutes of previous committee meeting

The minutes of the previous meeting in April 2022 were accepted as a true record and IM

was actioned to post them to the website.

Matters Arising

Electrical: MT has spoken with the electrician. He will attend to move the switches as
discussed and will also add the hot water boost switch and review and replace as necessary
the emergency lighting control. MT will write to KK and tell them of the situation and ask
them to pay for the work.

The snooker room thermostat has been fixed and the ice machine PAT test has been done.

MT will acquire and add some fluorescent EXIT signs as needed.

Building valuation not yet received from DF contact.

Playground signs have been fitted

The Ice machine has been PAT tested.

No progress on the archiving of old records. Action DF/CS.  CR suggested that the filing
cabinet should move upstairs.

IM to place the AGM notice in the newsletter and website. There were no comments on the
proposed wording of the notice or the CIO explanation.

MT confirmed that the hall speakers could be used outside as long as the weather was
suitable.

All other action items from the last minutes were handled as agenda items.
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Chairman’s Report

IM gave a summary of activity since the last meeting.

● IM has looked after the cash and other treasury functions while Keith has been away.

● There have been two events, both of which ran successfully with full bar coverage.
Thanks to those who helped out with the bar and clearing up.

● Tickets are now on sale for the Jubilee event. Limited take up so far.  IM suggested
that the ticket price be reduced.

● Our grant application to Energy For Tomorrow did not make the short list.

● New playground signage has been selected and ordered.  DF will arrange fitting.

● DF has arranged for a local carpenter to fit a shelf in the bar, but materials and size
to be determined.

● A draft agenda and explanation of the changes to a CIO have been produced for
consideration by the committee.

● An electronic lock has been purchased along with an internet gateway interface at a
cost of £168. This has been built into a small test bed and tested for functionality
which seems appropriate.  A demonstration at the meeting.

● The offer from Hungrytown has been turned down.

Treasurer’s Report

KT provided a brief report as below.

Current net cash balance is just over £30k after paying recent bills for decoration, oil and
architect fees. A few small invoices are outstanding for payment but will be collected shortly.

Reserves policy.  It was agreed that a sum of £10k should always be kept available for
operational needs but that any excess as for capital items as details in the development
plan.

Secretary’s Report

The proposed CIO constitution has not yet been updated. CS to progress.

Investigations are ongoing as to the need for a premises licence for food preparation, and/or
a need for individuals to be licensed or certified in some way. CS to speak to residents who
use the kitchen (Dee, Enid etc) and to contact Community First Yorkshire for advice and
present a definitive position to the committee on whether the premises needs a licence of
some sort and whether the individuals who prepare food need to be certified in some way.
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CS to determine exactly what is needed by way of a alcohol licensee being named
somewhere in the building and arrange for the necessary paperwork to be filed.

Facilities Manager Report

DF was not at the meeting but reported as below:

1. EXTERNAL DECORATION OF THE HALL

In September 2021 we accepted estimates from Danny White Professional Decorators of
£3445 plus scaffolding at £1780 ( a total of £5225).   In March 2022 we accepted that the
condition of the gutters might require further work at a cost of £800, and that woodwork
repairs or replacement of the louvre panels on the lantern might be necessary.

The committee agreed green and dark grey, and a two person group of David Fraser and
Gloria Lloyd agreed on the Farrow and Ball colours of Calke Green and Railings.  In the final
implementation, the green came out lighter than expected and the dark grey came out
darker than expected.  This is due to the difficulty of obtaining exact colour matches for
Farrow and Ball paint; and the many layers of overpainting to which the hall has been
subjected.

It was necessary to protect the power cables at the front of the hall with yellow plastic
shrouding.  This was carried out by a contractor employed by Northern Electric at no cost.

The scaffolding was erected in early April by Louis Brown and the decoration was carried out
by Danny White and his team in mid April. Including taking advantage of favourable
conditions over the Easter weekend.

Issues requiring ancillary repairs came to light during the work:

● The louvre panels on the lantern were not in as poor a state as expected.  With
advice from Rob Fathers, wood repairs were carried out by Danny White and
overpainted.

● Several loose tiles on the roof were refitted by Danny White
● A hole in the woodwork of the  doorcase soffit to left of cornice was identified --

repaired by Danny White but may need further work
● The left leaf of the front door was sticking– the bottom of the door was trimmed by

Rob Fathers
● Deficient pointing at high level on both gables was identified.  Both gables were

repointed by Graham Adgo using the scaffolding
● The gutters on both sides, but particularly towards the front on the left hand side, are

leaking in places.  York Roof and Gutters Ltd agreed to attempt repairs, but on the
day declared that a full replacement of all gutters was necessary (at a cost of some
£’000s) and abandoned the repairs (at no cost to us).  Given the timing, and the
availability of the scaffolding, Danny White was asked, and agreed, to carry out
repairs and to apply bitumen coating as required.  25 litres of bitumen was applied,
and we should be aware that we may see slopping-over of the gutters, especially
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where the fall is inadequate on the left hand side.   The end result will be monitored,
and a full replacement may be necessary in the future.

The decoration, including preparation of the surfaces, was carried out to a high professional
standard, and should have some longevity before redecoration is required again in the
future.

The final cost was:   Decoration by Danny White £3445 (exactly the estimate);  Scaffolding
by Louis Brown £1780 (exactly the estimate); Extras for wood repair by Danny White (£132);
Pointing of gables by Graham Adgo (£173.45).  Total £5530.45.    This is within the budget
approved by the committee in September and March, although we do have a continuing
issue with the state of the gutters.

Particular thanks to Rob Fathers for making himself available at short notice for professional
advice on many occasions during the work.

2. COVID

All signs concerning Covid, including social distancing advice, have been removed.  We
have left in place the five dispensers for sanitiser.

3. SIGNAGE IN PLAYGROUND

The playground signage has been augmented with two signs advising that children should
be supervised at all times.

4. OTHER MINOR WORKS

The new snagging form is in place and is easier to use.  It records several minor issues, and
a few ongoing issues.

In addition, MT committed to fit the shelf in the bar as required although DF had already
discussed with a local handyman.  MT/DF to agree the way forward.

KT pointed out that the issues reported in the playground annual inspection had not been
attended to. DF to review the report, and add the essential items to the snagging
spreadsheet so that they don’t get forgotten.

DF to progress the requirement for a daily annual inspection of the playground to be done by
the caretaker.

Back Store Development

CR circulated a draft of the proposed Project Initiation Document. It was decided that
communication and consultation with stakeholders would be done after a feasibility study
had determined what was possible.  It was further decided that CR would attend a funding
meeting to see whether an Awards for All grant could be obtained to fund the feasibility study
and the subsequent design fees. CR to report back.
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CR reported that he had received suggestions for the format of the PID from CS and DF.
However, he felt DF's suggestions required further explanation and an opportunity for wider
discussion within the committee, before their inclusion or otherwise. It was agreed that CR
would incorporate DF's suggestions as an addendum to the draft PID so that the committee
could discuss and agree the necessary format at the next meeting.

Events

Jubilee Celebrations, 4/5th June. C Beckett asked for some help with leaflet distribution.
MT, KT and CS offered to help.  IM to communicate to CB. IM recommended that the ticket
price be reduced. KT pointed out that if a bouncy castle was used it must carry independent
insurance.

Dine-around, 16th July. The VH has no involvement other than making the hall available on
Saturday night. The bar will be open for the dessert course.

Any Other Business

Clothes Bank.  IM reported that he had been approached by Child Leukaemia charity asking
about a clothes bank on VH property. IM to investigate further.

IM asked for approval to compensate Amanda Fisher of Bluesoft Ltd for support work on the
website.  Agreed up to £100.

IM provided a demonstration of a programmable lock.  The committee agreed that the
sample worked well and it was decided to fit it to the rear door to see how it performed in
service. IM to consult with DF and Rob Fathers about fitting. The reviews on the Amazon
website are largely positive.

CCTV.  To be considered at a later date.

Next Meeting

There being no other business the meeting closed at 9:30pm.  The next meeting will be on
14th June 2022 in the Community Lounge at 7:30pm.
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